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Abstract Many types of local features have been proposed in various researches. The local features are grouped

by: (1) distinguishing texture pattern; (2) area uniform in color; (3) and boundary between different colors or tex-

tures. However in generic object recogntion, previous reseaches use mainly only type (1). For improving recognition

performance, we propose recognition method combining all types local feature with considering the effectivity of

each type for the object. In the experiment, we show the method’s effectiveness using all types of local features and

compare its performance with previous works by Caltech database and Graz-02 dataset.
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1. Introduction

One of the big difficulty in the object recognition is the var-

ious appearances of object. Various appearances can be di-

vided into two types. First, objects included in one category

have various appearances (fig.1). For example, motorbikes

vary in color, shape, and in small details such as sheet, muf-

fler, engine, etc. Second the images are usually taken under

various photo conditions such as view point(size and position

of objects in images) changes, brightness differences, under

shadow, and occlusions. The difference of photo conditions

is another difficulty. Generic object recognition is a object

recogniton field which attacks these difficulty.

Figure 1 Various appearances. (top row: difference of individual

objects, bottom row: difference of photo conditions.)

Recently in many generic object recognition researches, ob-

Mark type (SIFT etc.) Uniform type Edge type
Previous works

Figure 2 Imagery of each type of local feature

ject categories have been represented by focusing on the lo-

cal areas [1]～[3]. Several methods using local areas are ex-

tracted as small images and described by the feature values

calculated from the small images. Combinations of these ar-

eas describe targeted categories. The method that extracts

local areas with distinguishing texture patterns is called “de-

tector”, Many types of methods are proposed, for instance,

[4], [5]. The method that describes these areas as feature val-

ues is called “descriptor,” which is widely proposed, including

SIFT [6],PCA-SIFT [7]. Comparisons of performance [8], [9]

can be done for both methods because they are divided into

two processes: detector and descriptor. Now, ways that focus

on local areas with salient texture patterns are common and

widely used in generic object recognition.

However, if we simply treat this way as the way that focuses

on “local areas,” we can find many researches that propose
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other methods that focus on local areas. Let the feature that

represents local areas be called “local features.” The ways of

detecting and describing local features are different for each

method. But if we consider these methods based on the es-

sential differences of features, we can group local features as

the following three types:

• A type that deals with the areas with distinguishing

texture patterns.

• A type that deals with the areas uniform in color.

• A type that deals with partial edge lines.

In this paper, we call these types “Mark type local feature,”

“Uniform type local feature,” and “Edge type local feature.”

Fig2 shows imagery of each type of local feature. The circles

at Mark type and Uniform type show the areas that each type

focuses. The short and bold lines at Edge type show partial

edge lines which this type focuses. Based on this thinking,

most local features used in generic object recognition untill

now (e.g., SIFT) are grouped into Mark type local feature.

In this paper we propose the recognition method including

Uniform type and Edge type local features which are almost

not used in generic object recognition so far. The method

combines these types with considering the effectiveness of

each type local feature. Generic object recognition deals with

objects having many types of appearances. Therefore, for

better discribing these objects, various types of describing

method is needed.

The structure of this paper is as follows. An overview of

the proposed method is given in Section 2. A method to cal-

culate each type of local feature from images is described in

Section 3. A learning model for each type of local feature

and a combining way are described in Section 4. Section 5

describes the experiments, and we conclude in Section 6.

2. Overview of proposed method

An overview of the proposed method is described. Fig. 3

shows its process flow. First, the local features of each type

are calculated from input images. The learning model for

each type of local feature is learned by the calculated local

features. The targeted category is described as the three

learning models for each type of local feature.

This research targets two class classification. The notifica-

tion that the object in input image is same with the learned

object or not is the classification result. The recognizing

process flow resembles the learning process flow. The local

features of each type are calculated from recognition images.

Each type of learning model recognizes these local features

and gets three recognition results. Finally, these results are

combined to get a final recognition result.

Input image ResultCombineCombine
Mark typeLocalFeature

Uniform typeLocalFeature
Edge typeLocalFeature

Learningmodel
Learningmodel
Learningmodel

Figure 3 Overview of proposed method

Figure 4 Examples of each extracted local feature. (left column:

Mark type local feature, center column: Uniform type

local feature, right column: Edge type local feature.)

3. Calculation method for each local fea-
ture

In this section we describe the way of extracting each lo-

cal feature from input images. Fig.4 shows examples of each

extracted local feature by the each method described in this

section.

3. 1 Mark type local feature

In this research, we use the detector method and the de-

scriptor method that are often used in previous works. We

use KB detector [4] for the detector which has better repeata-

bility performance than DoG (detector of SIFT) and Dis-

crete Cosine Transform (DCT) for the descriptor. First, the

position and size of the areas in the image are detected by

KB detector. Small images at each position and size are ex-

tracted to calculate feature values. After all small images

are normalized to identical sizes (e.g., 10 pixels× 10 pixels),

these images are represented by the first 20 coefficients cal-

culated by DCT without DC. 23 is the number of feature

values that represent local features, constructed by 20 coef-

ficients by DCT, two values represent the position of local

features (x,y), and one value represents the size of the local

features.

3. 2 Uniform type local feature

A model that represents color uniformity is proposed for

detecting color uniform areas. Some segmentation methods

based on color are commonly used. However, if they are

applied on a region that includes many smaller areas with
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parameters：α,β,R,G,B,X,Y,θ
x,y : coordinates on image

Figure 5 Model which represents color uniform area

color differences, the region is divided into many smaller ar-

eas that act like noise. Thus, we choose and propose a model-

based method for color uniform area detection because such

a calculation using model is not generally influenced easily

by smaller value changes.

Figure 5 shows the model used. Axes x and y in Fig. 5 rep-

resent the horizontal axis and the vertical axis of the image.

The “r,g,b” axis in Fig. 5 represents the color values at the

pixels in the image. In Fig. 5, “r,g,b” axis represents three

values by one axis for simplification of figure. The ellipse

at the center of the left figure is the model representing the

color uniform ellipse area. The number of model parameters

is eight. R, G, and B are the color values of the uniform

area that the model represents. X,Y are the positions of the

ellipse area in the image. α, β represent the large and small

radii of the ellipse. The right figure is the figure viewed from

the left figure from overhead. θ in the right figure represents

the angle of the ellipse area. Uniform areas are detected by

estimating the model parameters. To detect the entire field of

the image, the initial position that estimation starts is slided

by small steps on the image.

We describe parameter estimation as follows. First, the

initial R, G, and B values of the model are determined by

the R, G, and B values at the initial positions when esti-

mation starts. α, β are set at values that are small enough.

θ is set at 0◦. Parameter estimation proceeds by iteration

that the parameters are modified to get the largest evalua-

tion value that represents the matching degree between the

uniform area represented by the model and the pixels of the

input image inside the ellipse of the model. When increasing

evaluation value is converged, estimation results. Evaluation

value is shown at (1). Let I be the input image, M the model,

and p the pixel position in the ellipse area of the model. This

formula means counting pixels that the color is similar with

the color of the model in the ellipse area. Difference of color

is shown at (3).
−−−→
RGBI,p in (3) is the vector representation

of the R, G, and B values at position p on input image I,

and
−−−→
RGBM is the vector representation of the R, G, and B

values of model M . If the difference of color is lower than

threshold ε, the pixel is counted, and otherwise the count

is decreased as penalty (2). Threshold ε is set up experien-

tially. As for computation time, our implementation of this

iteration process takes 3-20 sec per image on 2GHz PC.

f(I, M) =
∑

p∈ellipse(M)

v(I, M, p) (1)

v(I, M, p) =





1 (d(I, M, p) < ε)

−1 (d(I, M, p) >= ε)
(2)

d(I, M, p) =

∣∣∣−−−→RGBI,p −−−−→RGBM

∣∣∣ (3)

Local features are described by model parameters. How-

ever, the angle of the ellipse is described by two values, a1, a2,

which are calculated by our proposed converting method for

keeping angle continuity. Then the number of feature values

that describe local features is nine.

The formula that converts the angle to two values is shown

at (4).

{
a1 = cos(2θ)

a2 = sin(2θ)
(4)

3. 3 Edge type local feature

The partial edge lines that resemble straight lines are ex-

tracted from edge lines obtained by the edge filter and are

represented by values of angle and position. A representation

way exists that uses patch images for partial edge lines, but

these edge lines are mostly straight or slow curve lines. We

use angle value to represent partial edge lines because finding

similarities between partial edge lines is easy.

First, an input image is applied to the edge filter. We

used [10] for the edge filter. Next, The position on the edge

line extracted by edge filter is choosen randomly. A partial

edge line candidate is determined to be the partial edge line

around the chosen position. The small image (e.g., 11 pixels

× 11 pixels) around the chosen position that includes the

edge line of the chosen position is extracted. The angle of

the edge line is calculated from the small image and judged

for degree of similarity with the straight line by Principal

Component Analysis (PCA). We set each pixel on the edge

line in the small image as data of PCA and position of pixel

(X,Y) as parameters of PCA. However there is a problem: the

candidate sometimes does not have a suitable shape for an-

gle value representation. Therefore, all edge line candidates

are judged to have a degree of similarity with straight lines.

There is another problem: the edge line, which is not the

edge line of the chosen position, is included in the small im-

age. To resolve this, PCA is done after removing these edge

lines. The degree of similarity with straight lines is decided

from two eigenvalues calculated by PCA. If first eigenvalue
second eigenvalue
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Figure 6 Examples of edge lines (left: judged to be straight lines,

right: judged to be not straight lines)

(these eigenvalues denote the distributions of each direction

along the eigenvector) is large enough, the edge line is judged

to be similar with the straight line and is used for the local

feature. Fig. 6 shows examples of edge lines judged to be

straight lines, and judged to be not straight lines. The angle

of the partial edge line is calculated as the angle of the first

eigenvector that ignores direction. The above process is iter-

ated until the quantity of local features calculated reaches the

desired quantity. Feature values that represent local features

are the position (X,Y) and angle values. Angle is represented

by two values that are identical to the uniform type local fea-

ture. The number of feature values is four.

4. Learning model used for each type of
local feature and Combining

4. 1 Learning model

In all local feature types for the combining process, we use

the same learning model that is based on the method of Hil-

lel [11]. This method is based on AdaBoost. Gaussian distri-

bution and threshold construct weak learner.

The recognition result of learning model is calculated by

(5). Let I be the input image, hk(I) the output value of the

kth weak learner to input image I, αk the weight of the kth

weak learner, N the number of weak learners, ν the threshold.

Also hk(I) is caluclated by (6) in this paper. Let G(·|µ, Σ) be

the gaussian distribution with average vector µ and covari-

ance matrix Σ, F (I) the set of local feature extracted from

image I. The number of weak learners, N , is set before learn-

ing. α, ν, and parameters of weak learners(µ, Σ) are decided

by learning.

H(I) = sign

(
N∑

k=1

αkhk(I)− ν

)
(5)

hk(I) = max
x∈F (I)

G(x|µk, Σk) (6)

4. 2 Combining

The final combined recognition result is calculated by sum-

ming the output values of each learning model (7). Let f(I)

be the value of H(I) without sign(·), and fm(I), fu(I), fe(I)

be this value for Mark type local feature, Uniform type lo-

cal feature, and Edge type local feature, respectively. The

learning model giving each f(I) is same method, and when

the type of local feature is effective for the object, value size

of f(I) become big, when not effecitive, become small. This

combining way considers effectivity of each type.

Hc(I) = sign
(

fm(I) + fu(I) + fe(I)
)

(7)

Table 1 Comparison of error recognition rate to majority decision

(%)

　 Motorbikes Car Rear Airplanes Faces Average

majority decision 1.16 2.30 0.30 0.00 0.94

combining by (7) 0.58 1.82 0.20 0.00 0.65

In experiment section, for confirming effectiveness of this

combinig way, it is compared to majority decision (8).

H
′
c(I) = sign

(
Hm(I) + Hu(I) + He(I)

)
(8)

5. Experiment

First, we compare the combining way. Next, we compare

the recognition results that only use one type, two types,

and three types of local features. Finally, we compare the

recognition results using three types of local features and the

recognition results of previous works. We use the Caltech

database [1] and Graz-02 [12] as datasets.

The Caltech database has been used by many previous

works [1], [11], [13]. This image set contains four sorts of ob-

ject images: Airplanes (1074), Car Rears (1155)，Motorbikes

(826)，and Faces (450). Also two background images are

contained: general background images (900) and background

images for Car Rears (1370). Example images are shown in

fig.7. The objects in these images have similar direction and

position but their appearances widely differ. Also the size

of objects in the images of Car Rears and Motorbikes widely

differs.

We use Graz-02 for the more difficult dataset than the Cal-

tech database. This dataset includes three sorts of object

images: Bikes (365), Persons (311), and Cars (420). Also

one sort of background image is included. Example images

are shown in fig.8. The direction and position of objects in

the images are different, and the background appearances in

object images are not simple.

We set the threshold of the uniform local feature type to

40. On the edge local feature type we set the size of small im-

ages to 11 pixels x 11 pixels and the number of local features

to 500. The edge line where value first eigenvalue
second eigenvalue

is larger

than 20 was determined to be a straight line. In the combin-

ing way when calculating recognition results using one type of

local feature and any two types of local features, the output

value of the learning model for the unused local feature type

was assumed to be 0. In addition we determined the number

of weak learners to be 50, which is identical to [11]. Half of

the object and background images are for learning and the

rest are for tests. Also we don’t use the information which

represents locations of objects in images such as bounding

boxes for learning.
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Figure 7 Example images of Caltech database. (Motorbikes, Car Rear, Airplanes, Faces,

General background images, Background images for Car Rear)

Figure 8 Example images of Graz-02 dataset. (Bikes, Persons, Cars, Background images)

Table 2 Error recognition rate for Caltech database (%)

Type of local feature Motorbikes Car Rear Airplanes Faces Average

Mark 5.80 4.51 1.42 0.00 2.93

Uniform 1.05 4.51 0.81 0.00 1.59

Edge 2.09 10.77 0.81 0.15 3.46

Mark & Uniform 1.28 2.53 0.30 0.00 1.03

Mark & Edge 1.39 2.77 1.02 0.00 1.30

Uniform & Edge 0.70 3.48 0.20 0.00 1.10

Mark & Uniform & Edge 0.58 1.82 0.20 0.00 0.65

Table 3 Comparison of error recognition rate with previous works (%): mark (M), uniform

(U), edge (E)

Our method Hillel [11] Fergus [1] Opelt [13] Opelt [14]

Type of local feature M&U&E M M E M&E

Motorbikes 0.58 4.9 6.7 3.2 0.0

Car Rears 1.82 0.6 9.7 0.5 0.5

Airplanes 0.20 6.7 7.0 2.6 2.9

Faces 0.00 6.3 3.6 1.9 0.3

Average 0.65 4.62 6.75 2.05 0.93

5. 1 Experimental results

First we compare combining way,(7) and majority decision

by the Caltech database. Table 1 shows this comparison.

For all objects without faces in which error recognition rate

is already 0% under conditions of majority decision, the error

recognition rates by (7) are lower than majority decision.

Next we considered the recognition results for the Caltech

database and confirmed the effectiveness of combining Mark

type, Uniform type and Edge type to improve recognition

performance. Table 2 shows each error recognition rate under

the following conditions: one type of local feature, any two

types of local features, and three types of local features. The

error recognition rate for each object and the average error

recognition rate for all are also shown. We compare mainly

the results by using the average error recognition rates be-

cause in generic object recognition, not the recognition per-

formances to individual objects but a general performance

to various objects is important. For comparing each average

error recognition rate, the result when using Mark, Uniform,

and Edge types of local features is lower than using Mark

type only.

Table 3 shows the error recognition rates of the our method

and previous works that use the Caltech database for experi-

ment datasets. Table 3 shows that the error recognition rate
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Figure 9 Examples of correctly classified bike images (top row) and incorrectly classified

bike images (bottom row) in Graz-02

Table 4 Error recognition rate for Graz-02 (%)

Type of local feature Bikes Persons Cars Average

Mark 25.74 23.70 32.25 27.23

Uniform 36.46 26.01 28.75 30.41

Edge 24.66 22.25 36.00 27.64

Mark & Uniform 27.35 22.54 29.25 26.38

Mark & Edge 23.06 22.54 28.25 24.62

Uniform & Edge 25.47 23.12 30.25 26.28

Mark & Uniform & Edge 22.79 20.81 28.50 24.03

Opelt [12] 22.2 18.8 29.5 23.5

of our proposed method is lower than these previous works.

This result shows that recognition performance can be im-

proved by combining Mark, Uniform, and Edge type local

feature.

Table 4 shows the recognition results for Graz-02 which is

more difficult dataset than the Caltech database. The error

recognition rate is lower than result of Mark type only, which

is identical to the Caltech database results. For reference re-

sults of [12] shows in table 4. [12] proposed the recognition

method combining two types local feature, Mark type and

Uniform type local feature. However best combinaiton of de-

tector and discriptor is additionally considered. In addition,

we consider that these recognition rates are near the improve-

ment barrier. Because of dateaset composition, this dataset

consists of normal difficulty images and few very high diffi-

culty images. Fig. 9 shows examples of correctly classified

bike images and incorrectly classified bike images.

6. Conclusions and future work

We grouped local features based on the essential differences

of features, and proposed the recognition method that added

other types of local features which are almost not used in

generic object recognition until now. Experimental results

show the effectiveness of improving recognition performance

using three types of local feature and supplementing each

other type. In addition, we compared the recognition perfor-

mance of our proposed method and previous works.

For future work, we are considering the more advanced

combining method which can deal difference of local feature

adaptively.
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